
KEY VOCABULARY
Compression

Tension
Dead Load

Torsion
Suspension Bridge

Truss Bridge
Arch Bridge

Shear
Buckle
Caisson

Buttress
Pressure

Anchorage
Superstructure

 

BRIDGE  BACKGROUND

Ground and soil conditions for the foundation

Seismic zone of the location to handle earthquakes 

Grade of concrete and steel needed to handle load

While bridges in its many forms have been built throughout

history, the oldest surviving bridge is the Arkadiko bridge in

Kazarma (1300 - 1200BC). A simple stone bridge spanning 22

meters that connected two ancient cities in Mycenaean era.

Bridges throughout history were designed to solve transportation

issues when obstacles like rivers, gorges, and highway systems

were obstructing the path. Depending on geographic, financial

and technical requirements, engineers and architects have to get

creative in how to design a bridge for a given project. Some of the

important factors that go into bridge design are the following:

Bridges will continue to serve as a valuable engineering marvel for

our society. Some are even looking at recycled materials, self-

healing concrete, 3D Printing, and solar-powered highways as

innovative bridge solutions for the future. 

CORI BRIDGE
The classic engineering design project is an

opportunity to engage in science, math and

history concepts using our CORI learning materials

and tools. Explore the forces of compression and

tension as you study the history and science of

bridges. Imagine, create, and test a bridge that

will hold varying weighted objects in this CORI

design challenge. 
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            GUIDING RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Name the most famous bridges in the world. 

What are the advantages of building a Truss Bridge over an Arch Bridge?

Where is the oldest engineered bridge located that is still used today?

How many meters is the longest current bridge today?

Why do you need to use the Ultimate Load formula when designing a bridge? What loads

are you taking into consideration? 

Build Time

2-4hrs
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CORI BRIDGE DESIGN CHALLENGES
Design Challenge #1: Design a bridge that can span 20in distance between

two tables. Is your bridge aligned to sit on tables? Use a leveler to determine if

your bridge is parallel to the table. Can you roll a toy car through the bridge? 

Design Challenge #2: Design a bridge that can hold a predetermined amount

of weight. How much weight can it hold? Create a threshold for all groups to

reach and give bonus points for those who surpass the minimum weight. 

Bonus Design Challenge #3: Design a bridge that most resembles the Golden

Gate Bridge. Paint/color your design and add add some craft material to

enhance the look and feel of the bridge. 
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BRIDGE DESIGN SKETCHES
Sketch your bridge design below.
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FOLLOW UP DISCUSSION AND QUESTIONS
What influenced your design and why? 

How many beams did you use and can you design it with a lesser amount

of beams next time?

What geometric shapes and angles did you use most in your designs? Why

did you use those shapes and angles versus others? 

What other designs do you like from other group projects? Why?

What load materials did you use for weight for design challenge #2? Was

your bridge able to hold all the weight? Why or why not? 

What improvements would you make if given more time to work?

What careers are associated with building bridges? How does each career

interact in the build design process?

What innovative solutions can be solved with 3D printed bridges? 
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#CORICREATE
Take a picture/selfie or video

with your CORI Bridge

design and share it on

#CoriCreate hashtag. We

especially love to see videos

where you tested the load

materials on your bridge. 

Fun Facts 
The Xianren Bridge also known as the Fairy Bridge is the world's largest natural arch
bridge that spans 400 feet.
Emily Warren Roebling was one of the first recognized female engineers in the world for
taking over the building of the Brooklyn Bridge in 1883. 
While many think the Golden Gate Bridge is the color red, the official color is
International Orange.
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